This exercise consisted of five resources, for which you were asked to identify attributes for the corporate bodies. Identifying the attributes is the first step, and putting those attributes into the authority record for the corporate bodies is the second step. The exercise is subjective and relies on cataloger’s judgment—there are no right or wrong answers, at least in terms of identifying the attributes. So for this answer sheet, I used a ranking system for the attributes, as indicated below. See Answer Sheet 6.b for suggested authority records that include the authorized access points and the attributes in MARC coding.

Yellow = Attributes of a Corporate Body, worth considering recording in an authority record

Green = Think about it

Blue = How important is this?

Yellow = Attributes of a Person, worth considering recording in an authority record

Green = Think about it

Blue = How important is this?
http://disney.go.com/disneyatoz/familymuseum/;

The Walt Disney Family Museum was conceived to present the real story of Walt Disney, the man, told by him and others who knew him well. The Museum is located in the Presidio of San Francisco, a former U.S. Army base and now a National Park. The three buildings that house the Museum are on the National Register of Historic Places.

The Walt Disney Family Museum
104 Montgomery Street
The Presidio of San Francisco
San Francisco, CA 94129
T 415 345 6800

Wikipedia:

The Walt Disney Family Museum is an American museum that features the life and legacy of Walt Disney. The museum is located in The Presidio of San Francisco, part of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area in San Francisco. The Museum retrofitted and expanded three existing historic buildings on the Presidio’s Main Post. The principal building, at 104 Montgomery Street, faces the Parade Ground, and opened on October 1, 2009.
The National Resource Center for The First-Year Experience and Students in Transition hosts professional development events including conferences, institutes, and workshops each year to address current trends, issues, and high impact practices affecting college students in transition. The Annual Conference on The First-Year Experience focuses on first-year student programs and initiatives. The Center also offers two other annual meetings. The National Conference on Students in Transition addresses issues beyond the first year and the International Conference on The First-Year Experience provides an international forum for discussion of the first college year. National institutes are held annually on specific topics related to student learning, development, and success.

National Resource Center for The First Year Experience and Students in Transition

July 2012

Yellow = Attributes of a Person, worth considering recording in an authority record

Green = Think about it

Blue = How important is this?
Professional development events
Conferences, Institutes, Workshops
  Student learning
  Student development
First year student programs
  Annual

Yellow = Attributes of a Person, worth considering recording in an authority record
Green = Think about it
Blue = How important is this?
Wimm-Bill-Dann Foods OJSC is the market leader in dairy products and children’s food and one of the leading players in the market for non-alcoholic drinks in Russia and the CIS. The company has 37 manufacturing facilities in Russia, Ukraine, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and Georgia with over 26,000 employees. In 2005 Wimm-Bill-Dann became the first Russian dairy producer to receive approval from the European Commission to export its products into the European Union.

Company’s webpage: English version:

**History**

The history of the company begins in 1992, when Russia’s food market was, compared to today, at the earliest stages of its development. More...
Contacts

Principal Executive Office

Our principal executive and registered office is located at:

16 Yauzsky Boulevard,
Moscow 109028,
Russian Federation.
Our telephone number is +7 (495) 925-58-05
Our fax number is +7 (495) 925-58-00

Wimm-Bill-Dann Foods OJSC

Вимм-Билл-Данн

16 Yauzsky Blvd. Moscow 109028 Russia Federation

1922
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Yellow = Attributes of a Person, worth considering recording in an authority record
Green = Think about it
Blue = How important is this?
Virtual Ability, Inc. is a non-profit corporation based in Colorado, USA. Our mission is to enable people with a wide range of disabilities by providing a supporting environment for them to enter and thrive in online virtual worlds like Second Life®.

About our Corporation

Virtual Ability, Inc. is chartered as a non-profit corporation in good standing in the state of Colorado, USA. Information about our corporate status is available at: [http://www.sos.state.co.us/ccsa/viewSummary.do?edID=49720](http://www.sos.state.co.us/ccsa/viewSummary.do?edID=49720)

Virtual Ability, Inc. is a non-profit tax exempt organization under section 501(c)(3) of the United States Internal Revenue Code. This means that for US citizens, contributions made in US dollars are deductible as a charitable donation for federal income tax purposes.

Virtual Ability, Inc.

Non-profit corporation

Colorado

Disabilities

Second Life

Yellow = Attributes of a Person, worth considering recording in an authority record

Green = Think about it

Blue = How important is this?
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The *International Society for Theoretical Psychology* (ISTP) is an international forum for theoretical, meta-theoretical and philosophical discussions in *psychology*, with a focus on contemporary psychological debates. *Founded in the early 1980s*, its objective is to stimulate theoretical arguments and innovations, to foster integration across areas and traditions of research, and to promote interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary approaches to psychological questions. It aims to serve as the stage for the discussion of new theoretical ideas and innovations.
conceptual frameworks, for the critical engagement of different theoretical approaches, and for discussions concerning the relation of theoretical psychology to other disciplines, to the history of psychology and to the philosophy of knowledge. Conferences are held biennially, and since its first, founding conference in Plymouth (England), ISTP conferences have been in Banff (Canada), Arnhem (The Netherlands), Worcester (USA), Paris (France), Ottawa (Canada), Berlin (Germany), Calgary (Canada), Sydney (Australia), Istanbul (Turkey), Cape Town (South Africa), Toronto (Canada), Nanjing (China), with the next conference being in Thessaloniki (Greece) in 2011.

Announcing the next ISTP conference!

Dialogue and Debate in Theoretical Psychology
15th Biennial ISTP Conference
Santiago, Chile - May 3-7, 2013

International Society for Theoretical Psychology ... Conference